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PARENT AND STUDENT HANDBOOK
MOTTO:
“We CARE” / “On s’occupe, on s’implique”
MISSION:
“At Springbank Middle School, we create a nurturing, engaging environment that
prepares and inspires learners to be contributing citizens of the 21st century
global community.”
“A l’école Springbank Middle, nous créons un environnement attentif et stimulant
qui prépare et incite nos apprenants à devenir des citoyens engagés du 21e siècle
qui sont sensibles à la globalisation.”
Rocky View Schools
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WELCOME
WELCOME to Springbank Middle School (SMS)! We have prepared this handbook for the purpose of
providing additional detail and information on all school policies and programs that may affect you and
your child. Please make yourself familiar with the contents of this document. Our hope is that by all
stakeholders being aware of relevant policies, we will ensure our school continues to both run smoothly
and that we all work to provide the best educational experience possible for your child. Should you have
any questions or need further clarification surrounding any of the content contained herein, please feel
free to contact school administration.

GENERAL INFORMATION
ALLERGY AND ANAPHYLAXIS PROTOCOL
The school attempts to be both proactive toward life-threatening situations and responsive to medical
emergencies. All stakeholders must be aware that there is no such thing as an ‘allergen-free school.’
(severe allergens include tree nuts, peanut butter, fish, eggs, shellfish and more). In this regard, it is more
prudent to use the term ‘requested’ rather than ‘banned’ when asking parents to not bring specific products
to school.
Home Responsibilities:
Parents are asked to:
1. Never assume that the school is “allergen free”
2. Inform the school of their child’s specific allergy by filling out and signing the “Student Medication
Administration Approval Form” and having in place a Risk Rescue pack (see Office for information)
3. Discuss the medical condition with their child’s teacher as soon as possible
4. Secure a ‘Medic-Alert’ bracelet/necklace for a child with a life threatening allergy
5. Provide an EpiPen for storage at the school (Risk Rescue package) and one that the child can carry in
a fanny-type pack and be aware of expiration date of same
6. Provide school with properly labeled medications and replacement medications after use or upon
expiration
7. Educate the child on the following:
• Safe and unsafe foods
• Strategies for avoiding exposure to unsafe foods
• Symptoms of allergic reactions
• How and when to tell an adult they may be having an allergy-related problem
• How to read food labels (age appropriate)
• How to self-administer an auto-injector device
• Location of student’s medication
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8. Respond cooperatively to requests from the school to eliminate specific foods from lunches and snacks
9. Encourage children to respect school policies and other children with allergies
10. Inform the teacher prior to distribution of any food within the school
Student Responsibilities:
Student awareness and duties include:
1. Carry an EpiPen, if needed and know how to self-administer
2. Wear a Medic-Alert bracelet/necklace, if needed
3. No sharing or trading of food, food utensils or food containers
4. No use of food to tease or bully students who may have allergies
5. All food-allergic children should only eat lunches/snacks that have been prepared at home
6. Hand washing is encouraged before/after eating
7. Identifying themselves to the cafeteria supervisors
8. Eat at the designated table in the cafeteria
9. Contact an adult immediately if they eat, or come in contact with, something that they believe
may contain the food to which they are allergic
School Responsibilities:
1. Place student Risk Rescue packs in staffroom for ease of access
2. Review and ensure Risk Rescue packs are current and up-to-date
3. Have a designated table in the cafeteria area that is designated ‘Allergen Free.’ Students at this table
WILL NOT eat any foods that may contain: tree nuts, peanut butter, fish, eggs, or shellfish.
4. Classroom teachers post signs on their doors for any students that have severe allergies
ARRIVAL
Students should arrive a few minutes before our morning homeroom starts at 8:40 a.m. to allow for a locker
visit and organization for the day before the start of period 1 at 8:45 a.m. Students should be seated in the
classroom for homeroom at 8:40 a.m. Students must report to the office and sign-in when arriving late for
school (after 8:40 a.m.). Students are expected to arrive promptly for all classes. Individual incidents of
tardiness will be handled by the classroom teachers. Chronic tardiness may result in disciplinary action
and parents will be contacted. In the event tardiness continues to be a problem, administration will become
involved. Students leaving school at any time during the day must be signed out by a parent or
guardian at the office.
Early Arrival/Late Departure:
Students should arrive no earlier than 8:00 AM and should leave the school by 3:45. In both instances, if
there are extenuating circumstances, please contact the office. If before and after school care is a
concern, parents can make arrangements for care through Cottage Care (adjacent to the school; contact
at 403-242-1244). The only exceptions to this rule are extra-curricular, supervised activities.
APPEALS PROCEDURES
In the event that a final mark is appealed, the following process should be followed:
1) Make the appeal directly to the teacher concerned
2) If the matter is not resolved, contact the school administration (see item #20 – Parent Concerns)
ATTENDANCE
Attendance is taken in homeroom, so if the student is late to homeroom they will be marked late for school.
Office staff will cross-check students who are marked absent with any messages received through the
absence line. Unreported absences are then handled by the automated phone system with a call sent to
the respective homes. As a result, it is very important that any student absences are reported so as to
ensure attendance accuracy and safety of our students. If students are absent, parents are asked to call
the attendance line at 403-242-8782. Parents are also asked to ensure the school is provided with the
most current phone contact numbers for use by the automated phone system.
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Extended Absence
In the event of any extended absence, other than illness, parents must provide a note indicating the nature
and duration of this absence. This note should be given to the office and the homeroom teacher a
minimum of one week prior to the start of the absence. Extended family holidays, outside of the schoolyear holidays, can affect student performance. Please consider this carefully when planning holidays.
Teachers are not obligated to provide instructional materials for students due to extended family
holidays or trips.
AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
The school will continue to offer particular awards and recognition at the end of the school year. It is
important to recognize student learning and achievement, and the end of year awards are one means of
doing this.
BACKPACKS
Students are encouraged to use a backpack to bring items to and from school. Students are expected to
leave their backpacks in their lockers during the course of the school day. This ensures no items will go
missing from an unattended backpack during the day. As well, due to the crowded nature of the hallways
during break time, not having all students with their backpacks will provide for less congestion in the halls.
BEHAVIOUR
We expect our students to behave in a way that will bring credit to themselves, their families and their
school. To aid students and their parents in understanding what those behaviours should look like, please
refer to the School Act, Rocky View Schools policy and school policies listed below. As well, we utilize our
C.A.R.E. plan (P. 8) to help students understand how they should behave and conduct themselves.
School Act (Alberta), Section 12:
“A Student shall conduct himself or herself so as to reasonably comply with the following code of conduct:
a) be diligent in pursuing the student’s studies;
b) attend school regularly and punctually;
c) co-operate fully with everyone authorized by the board to provide education programs and other
services;
d) comply with the rules of the school;
e) account to the student’s teachers for the student’s conduct;
f) respect the rights of others;
g) ensure that the student’s conduct contributes to a welcoming, caring, respectful and safe learning
environment that respects diversity and fosters a sense of belonging;
h) refrain from, report and not tolerate bullying or bullying behaviour directed toward others in the
school, whether or not it occurs within the school building, during the school day or by electronic
means;
i) positively contribute to the student’s school and community.”
Rocky View Schools Policy IGD – Student Suspension and Recommendation for Expulsion
“The Principal may suspend students for:
a) Habitual neglect of duty
b) Undue absenteeism or tardiness
c) Open opposition to authority
d) Use of improper or profane language
e) Being in possession of, using, or under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs or drugs other than
those prescribed by the student’s physician, during school hours, school-sanctioned activities, or
while on the school premises
f) The possession of a weapon or an object that may be used as a weapon that may cause harm to
others
g) Improper conduct while riding a school bus
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h) Violating any section of the code of conduct for students as specified in Section 12 of the School
Act
i) Any other conduct deemed injurious to the well being of the school, including conduct that is
injurious to the physical or mental well being of others in the school, Section 24 (1) of the School
Act”
In addition to Rocky View policy governing student behaviour, the following school rules are in effect:
a) No running in the halls
b) No aggressive behaviour, bullying, harrassment or profane language or gestures
c) No revealing clothing or items with inappropriate language or representations
d) No smartphone use during class unless requested by the teacher
e) No deliberate actions which deface or damage the school (including spreading garbage in halls,
bathrooms, classrooms, or while outside)
f) No use of cigarettes, e-cigarettes, or vaping devices
g) No gaining access into another student’s locker or Personally Owned Device without permission,
either by force or through knowledge of a lock combination/password
h) Not being in an unsupervised area of the school without teacher permission
Suspensions fall into the following categories:
• In-School Suspension:
o A teacher may suspend a student from one class period
o The Principal may suspend a student from the classroom but who will remain at school in a
designated room for a defined period not exceeding five days
• Out-of-School Suspension – The Principal may suspend a student for up to five days from school,
or from riding a school bus
• Bus Suspension – the Principal or designate may suspend a student from riding the school bus for
up to 10 school days or less
• Expulsion – the Principal may recommend to the School Board that the student be expelled
Under Rocky View Schools Policy, parents/guardians whose children are found responsible for the loss or
damage of school property, including while on school buses, will be required to provide restitution. The
R.C.M.P. will be involved in behaviours/matters related to the Criminal Code.
BUS REGULATIONS
All rules listed above apply on school buses and upon disembarkation, with the addition of the following:
• Parents must make prior arrangements with Southland Transportation for any ride-alongs (students
using the bus to go to a friend’s house). If arrangements have not been made, students must take
their designated buses home. There are NO ride-alongs permitted in September. (Southland Ridealong Services @ 403-932-5686)
• Students must remain seated, facing forward. Students must keep head, limbs and objects inside
the bus and out of the aisle. Students are not to kick or punch the seatback in front of them.
•
Noise must be kept to a minimum. Loud noises or shouting are dangerously distracting to the bus
driver.
• Students are not to throw any items on the bus or out through the windows and are not to leave
any garbage behind. Any vandalism that occurs on the bus is subject to parents being responsible
for repair or restitution.
• Students must arrive at the bus stop prior to the scheduled pick-up time, so as to allow the driver
to stay on schedule. Also, students must board the bus at the end of the day in a timely, orderly
manner.
Proper behaviour on buses is expected and strictly enforced, including during any field trips. Additional
information is provided to parents by RVS Transportation Department and the School Bus Contractor.
Please review this information carefully.
The following procedures take place in the event of misbehavior:
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•
•
•
•

The bus driver attempts to correct the behaviour. (change bus seat, warn the student, take away
objects)
If warranted, the driver will fill out a Bus Misconduct Form, which will be handed in to school
administration, who will investigate and send a copy of the form, indicating the school’s response,
to the parent.
The bus driver communicates with the parents directly or through the school administrators if the
problem continues. Disciplinary measures may be applied, depending on the severity of the
misbehaviour.
Behaviour which merits suspension under school rules may result in suspension from the bus (up
to ten days) and/or suspension from school (up to five days).

COMMUNICATION OF STUDENT LEARNING
Assessment
Assessment ‘for’ and assessment ‘of’ learning processes are incorporated into our evaluation and
feedback. Teachers inform their students of the evaluation procedures at the beginning of the term. Both
formative and summative assessment will be used. Formative assessments are not used in the student’s
overall evaluation, which are comprised of the summative assessments. Assessment for learning is an
on-going process. Parents are able to access their child’s assessment through PowerSchool on an ongoing basis. Assessment of learning is provided in formal progress reports issued three times during the
year. A link will be sent out from the office during this time as a reminder for parents to view the
assessments. Parents can book interviews with the teacher(s) as needed. Parents are encouraged to
access PowerSchool to regularly monitor their child’s progress from home. Progress Reports dates are
noted in Appendix 2 –SMS Calendar and are reported in our newsletter.
Three-way Collaborative Conferences:
Our Collaborative Conference is a meeting of student, teacher and parents for setting, implementing and
reflecting on student goals. It is highly encouraged that students assume an active role in these
conferences (e.g. discussing goals, leading discussions, sharing accomplishments and self-analysis).
The three-way conferences are not intended to replace on-going communication between teachers and
parents and students, rather they are intended to supplement the communication, giving more voice to
students in setting and sharing their goals.
Evaluation policy:
Student progress is evaluated continuously by teachers using a variety of informal and formal methods.
Marks allocated for any work are recorded in PowerSchool, which parents are asked to monitor so as to
have an ongoing understanding of their child’s progress.
Goal Setting
Students will have a formal opportunity twice a school year to make goals and reflect on them with parents.
Goal setting will be led by the teacher and sent home for parents to review. Parents take an active role in
their child’s learning through reviewing and discussing learning goals at home. Dates for goal setting are
noted in Appendix 2 – SMS Calendar and are reported in our newsletter.
Reporting:
Students’ marks are available online through PowerSchool. This site is password protected and allows
parents to continuously monitor student progress. The password is sent out with the registration
packages. Progress reporting follows Rocky View Schools Communication of Learning template.
Indicators will reflect achievement in individual courses as well as 21 Century competencies. If parents
are having trouble accessing PowerSchool they should contact the school office, who are more than
willing to assist.
C.A.R.E. PLAN
The C.A.R.E Plan was formulated after consultation with all SMS stakeholders (parents, students, and
staff) as a way of identifying primary areas of student growth and behaviour. This plan is emphasized
throughout the school in various ways and means to aid in exemplary student development. Our plan is
intended to reflect our school motto of ‘We Care'. The acronym represents the following four important
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pillars of character development for our students:
Considerate
• I am kind toward everyone.
• I listen to others in class without interruption.
• I am respectful to everyone at school and online.
• I treat people the way I would like to be treated.
• I treat the building and school property respectfully.
Accountable
• I follow the rules of the school and I accept the consequences if I make mistakes.
• I tell the truth and take responsibility for my decisions and my actions. I don’t blame others for my
decisions and actions.
• I am prepared to learn in all my classes; I am prepared with my supplies.
• I pay attention to assignment expectations and due dates and I do my best to complete all my
work on time to the best of my ability.
Resilient
• If someone is bothering me I think of solutions and know when to ask for help.
• When I make a mistake I find a way to deal with it and then move on.
• I can let go of instances where other people have mistreated me.
• I don’t avoid situations where I might make a mistake; I have tried out new things this year, even
though I knew that I might not be successful at first.
Empathetic
• I make an effort to include others (even those who aren’t my closest friends) in activities and
games.
• I regularly help others.
• I have made it a point to make new friends this past year.
• I am on the lookout for how I can help others. I have helped out others this year without having
been asked to do so.
• If I am in a conflict I seek to understand how the other person feels.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT ADVISOR (CDA)
The CDA is available to provide student support in many areas. Career, academic, personal advice and
crisis intervention services are provided, along with programs on adolescent concerns such as peer
relationships, anger management, conflict resolution and self-esteem. Students are assisted on an
individual or group basis. Students can access the CDA directly or be referred by a parent, teacher,
administrator or friend. If the CDA feels that further assistance is necessary, school administration will be
consulted for a referral to an appropriate individual or agency. Parents are welcome to access the CDA’s
services, on behalf of their child.
CLASSROOM INTERRUPTIONS
If a parent needs to pick-up or talk to a child during the school day, we ask that all contact be made
through the office. Our goal is always to minimize classroom disruptions, which can affect student
learning. We will contact the student and have your child come down to the office. As well, should parents
need to take a child to an appointment, when the parent arrives at the office we will contact the child to
come to the office. This minimizes the situation where a child leaves class at a pre-arranged time, only to
sometimes have to wait due to an unforeseen circumstance which delays the parent.
STUDENT ATTIRE
Students are expected to dress in a manner appropriate to the environment of a school. Clothing is expected
to be neat, clean and not embarrass others or make them uncomfortable.
• Shoes must be worn at all times. Students are strongly encouraged to have a set of indoor shoes
they change into when they arrive at school. There are boot racks available to store outdoor
footwear.
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Hats, bandanas and other hat-like headgear are permitted in the school EXCEPT during school-wide
assemblies. Additionally, individual teachers will decide whether they will permit students to wear
hats in their classrooms; students are expected to respectfully comply with the decision of
the teacher in these instances.
• All clothing must be appropriate for a place of learning and the workplace of our staff. While there
are particular guidelines that are useful in determining what is appropriate for students to wear
to school, these are not hard and fast rules, as they are almost impossible to consistently
enforce. Such considerations include: clothing that reveals a student’s midriff, cleavage, or
underwear.
• Clothing, lapel buttons, or other items with inappropriate slogans or graphics are unacceptable.
• In the event that a student is wearing something that a staff member believes is not appropriate for
a school environment, the staff member will address the issue with the student and ask them to
change their clothing or to cover up.
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
Emergency preparedness drills are held regularly throughout the school year. These drills are an important
practice, should the need ever arise for their intended use. Please refer to the RVS link which explains the
various drills and their purposes:
http://www.rockyview.ab.ca/parents/assets_parents/RVS-Parent-Summary.pdf
All students need to know what to do for every drill, and so must be an active participant in each practice.
Students who do not cooperate or behave inappropriately in any emergency drill will face disciplinary action.
The designated evacuation sites for our students are Elbow Valley Elementary and Springbank Community
Church. In the event of a lockdown, please do not attempt to phone the school or come to the school.
Instead, check the school website or contact Rocky View Schools Community Hotline (403-945-4000)
for up-to-date information.

HEALTH SERVICES
Alberta Health Services:
AHS Personnel provide a regular program of immunization and health promotion within the school. They
may also be accessed to speak to the students on topics of need and interest.
Illnesses:
Please do not send your sick child to school. Springbank Middle School has a small infirmary space,
adjacent to the office. Students who do not feel well are allowed to lie down there for a limited time. If
warranted, parents will then be notified to pick up their sick child. The school reserves the right to call an
ambulance if your child appears seriously ill or injured. The school will NOT administer any medication
unless prior written approval is on file and will NOT provide any medical attention beyond that of first aid
treatment. In such instances, parents and/or emergency services will be contacted. Students who require
EpiPens should carry one at all times. Please ensure that the school has all emergency contact phone
numbers.
Infirmary:
Our infirmary is stocked with most First Aid supplies, as well as two beds for student use. Our staff are
trained only to deliver basic First Aid. If a student is in need of more specialized care, we will contact EMS.
RVS does provide insurance coverage for the cost of the ambulance if the incident occurred during school
time and/or during a school-sanctioned event. In the event of student injury that involves the head, or is a
blood or bone injury, parents or the emergency contact will be notified in a timely manner.
Medications:
RVS policy states medications can be dispensed only with prior written approval from the parents, which is
obtained via a permission form available from the office. The form requires a doctor’s signature, stating that
no particular or specific medical knowledge is required to administer the medication.
Risk Rescue:
Students with SEVERE allergies will be asked to provide information and medication for a Risk Rescue
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Identification Package. The CDA will monitor and update this information for students and staff to ensure
student wellness and safety. Parents are asked to monitor the expiration dates of any medications
contained in the package to ensure optimal effectiveness for their child.
HOMEWORK
For the most part, homework is that work which has not been finished in-class. Typically, teachers will
provide in-class time to complete assignments. If a student productively utilizes that time, then the amount
of unfinished work will be reduced considerably. However, there are times throughout the school year when
there may be work that is unfinished and does need to be finished at home. When no homework has been
assigned, students should review notes/texts, re-organize binders or notebooks and so on. Teachers meet
regularly to discuss assignments and deadlines, in order to be reasonable about homework. We appreciate
that many students and families have very busy, out-of-school lives which must be balanced with school
obligations. Parents and students can expect higher demands for review and test preparation near the end
of each term or unit, when progress reports are prepared. Students should learn to plan ahead using the
annotated calendar found on our website.
LEARNING COMMONS
The Learning Commons (library) exists to help students reach their educational goals as well as
developing their reading for enjoyment. The name indicates a shift in philosophy that reflects the diverse
ways and means through which students are learning and acquiring knowledge. We are now using an
internet based program (Koha) for our circulation, overdues and cataloging. This program allows
students to access our catalog from anywhere, as well as being able to check on their own circulation
record to see what they have signed-out and the respective due dates for these items. The students will
have to log in, but be aware there will be no sensitive or confidential information posted.
In regards to our grade 7 and 8 One to One computing program, we have a few laptops designated for
students to sign out for day use only. They are presently not available for overnight sign-out. The
Learning Commons is open during regular school hours and periodically through the week during lunches
and recesses, depending on supervision.
Circulation:
Students are allowed to sign-out four books for two weeks (presently, two – 6 day rotations). If students
require their books for a longer period they may be renewed in the Learning Commons. Magazines and
most reference books do not circulate, but can be used in the Learning Commons.
Overdues/damaged books:
Overdue books will be handled through our software program by means of the email address that each
student has with Rocky View Schools. Reminders of overdues will be sent out three times via the student
email address. Students who have overdue books will be limited in new sing-outs by that same number.
After 60 days, the program automatically changes the book status to ‘lost.’ At this point, a replacement
cost may be levied if the missing item has not been returned. Likewise, damaged books may be
assessed a charge.
Textbooks:
Your child is responsible for the textbooks he/she is provided. If a text assigned to your child has been
damaged (written in, broken binding, food/drink spilled on it, or lost) parents are responsible for the cost of
repair or replacement of that text. Textbooks are part of our school budget; the longer we can use them,
the more money we have to put into other classroom resources. The cost of a single text can range from
$10.00 to $120.00.
LOCKERS
Students in grade 5 will share lockers, as will some grade 6 students. Grade 7 and 8 students will have
their own lockers. Students must utilize a school-issued lock. Where lockers are shared, the students
should decide whose lock to use. Students are responsible for keeping their locker clean and damage free.
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The school reserves the right to inspect lockers at any time. The lock remains the student’s property for the
duration of his/her time at SMS. Replacement locks can be purchased from the office for a cost of $7.00.
Students should not be sharing their lock combinations with others, as this can lead to items being taken
from a locker.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost and Found boxes are provided at the lower entrance (Gr. 5/6 bootroom) and at the bottom of the ramp
near the office. Any lost or misplaced articles can be placed there and retrieved by the owner, at any time.
Students’ names should be on all belongings to aid in the return of any found items. The school is not
responsible for lost articles, however, we will endeavor to provide assistance when possible. Parents are
welcome to come to the school at any time to check the Lost and Found for items their child may have lost.
All items are laid out in the main hallway during various assemblies and parent events. Any unclaimed items
are then donated to charity.
LUNCH BREAK/CAFETERIA
The 2019-20 school year is the first year that we are not able to provide cafeteria service to students. In
lieu of that, a committed core of parent volunteers will be organizing a fun lunch program, where families
can pre-order a lunch once or twice per week. Students have 20 minutes to eat their lunches, at which point
they must go outside for a mandatory outdoor lunch recess. Students can eat their lunch in the cafeteria,
the forum, in any downstairs hallway or in the main hallway upstairs (with the blue picnic tables available
to them).
PARENT CONCERNS
We recognize that a situation may arise where a parent has a concern about something that has occurred
at school. In addressing that concern, we ask that parents refer to the following flow chart as a means of
following the proper steps to ensure the required individuals have been consulted in resolving the problem.
Classroom issue

School-wide issue

Consult with classroom teacher

Consult with Administration

1. Issue resolved

1. Issue resolved

-or2. Not resolved - go to School Admin

- or 2. Not resolved - go to Associate
Superintendent of Schools

1. Issue resolved
-or2. Not resolved - go to Superintendent

1. Issue resolved
-or2. Not resolved - may go to Board for final
decision
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PERSONALLY OWNED DEVICES
The majority of our students own their own devices they bring to school, whether that is a tablet, laptop or
cell phone. The information below outlines our expectations and responsibilities in the usage of these
devices.
Students may use laptops or tablets in their classrooms to enrich their learning. Usage of a student-owned
laptop or tablet requires the teacher’s approval.
Cell phones are to be left in the student locker unless they are requested to bring them to a particular class
by the teacher.
Students are not permitted to use their own devices during morning recess or lunch unless they are being
supervised by a staff member.
In order to facilitate communication between students and their parents, students are allowed to quickly
access their cell phone at recess and lunch, though they must be in front of their lockers while using it. This
access is intended to allow for communication with parents and not for other purposes.
In the event that a student s caught using their device in an inappropriate manner or when they are not
permitted to be using it, the device may be confiscated by a staff member and be returned to the student
at the end of the day. If the student is caught multiple times, they may not be permitted to bring their device
to school, or may have to check it in at the office for the duration of the day.
Any items or devices brought to school are the responsibility of the user and the school will not be held
responsible for loss or damage. Families may check with their home insurance policy to determine coverage
in the case of any theft, loss or damage.
PROGRAMS
Curriculum:
As a part of the Rocky View Schools jurisdiction, this school follows the Alberta Education Program of
Studies, which is available on-line at www.education.gov.ab.ca.
French Immersion:
French Immersion is offered at SMS as a continuing program for students in grades 5 through 8. All subjects
are taught in French with the exception of English Language Arts, Art, Music, PE and Grade 7/8 option
courses.
Gifted and Enrichment programming:
Students who are coded as gifted and talented benefit greatly from programming that provides a
challenge while at the same time builds on their particular strengths. The programming would be
indicated in the student’s Individual Program Plan (IPP). The IPP is a document prepared by teachers
and learning support staff at the school in consultation with parents and, where appropriate, with
students.
Grade 7 and 8 Option courses:
We offer a variety of option courses at the grade 7 and 8 level in accordance with Alberta Education
curriculum and Rocky View Schools locally developed courses.
Learning Support:
In accordance with Rocky View Schools policy, students with identified learning, behaviour and/or emotional
needs are provided with differentiated programming and support to meet their learning needs. The Learning
Support Team, through a referral and assessment process, identifies and supports these students through
teacher consultation, small group instruction and direct classroom support.
Physical Education:
Students are NOT required to purchase SMS gym strip for physical education classes, but must have a
change of clothes for PE that are appropriate for an active physical education class. A limited supply of
SMS gym strip is available for purchase through the Spreagle Store (see info about Spreagle later in this
document).
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Choose non-marking, supportive footwear that can be laced up securely. Make sure all clothing is
LABELLED clearly with first & last name & homeroom so it can be returned if lost or misplaced. Students
should also be prepared to participate outdoors during the fall and spring when weather tends to be
somewhat chilly. Please have appropriate weather-wear on hand. Valuable items such as wallets, glasses,
jewelry and money should be secured in the student’s locker prior to coming to gym. The school assumes
no responsibility for loss. For safety reasons, no jewellery (including watches) can be worn during P.E.
classes.
PUBLICATIONS
Under the Publications tab on our school website, we post the following documents: school calendar,
Parent/Student Handbook, newsletter, Monthly Report, School Education Plan, and School Annual Results
Report.
RECYCLING PROGRAM
We promote environmental responsibility throughout our building and on our grounds. We have in-school
recycling programs for paper/cardboard, plastics and drink containers. We also work with RVS Grounds to
create and maintain flower and plant gardens around the school. We are committed to protecting our
environment and expect all stakeholders in the school to assist in this regard.
SCHOOL CLEANLINESS
School cleanliness is a priority and reflects our commitment to our ‘We CARE’ motto. Everyone can play a
part in maintaining the cleanliness and appearance of our school and school yard by:
• NOT bringing popcorn or sunflower seeds to eat
• Eating and drinking in designated areas only
• Disposing of garbage or recyclables in receptacles provided
• Using recycling containers where applicable (paper, plastic and drink containers)
• Picking up litter in and around the school
• Using indoor shoes and placing outdoor shoes neatly on the assigned shoe/boot racks
Vandalism will result in disciplinary action and may also result in financial restitution. We expect everyone
to treat the school with the same care and respect they would show their own home.
SCHOOL CLOSURE
Inclement weather or other emergencies that result in the school not opening on a particular day or bus
service being cancelled are announced on: Country 105FM, CBC, CHFM Lite96, 66CFR, QR 77,
CKMX1060, CJAY92, the Global News Morning Edition, AIR 106, and CITY TV between 7:00 and 8:30
a.m. and posted on the RVS and SMS websites. If the busses are not running AND the school is
open, parents who choose to transport children to school MUST PICK UP THEIR CHILDREN AT
THE END OF THE SCHOOL DAY.
If the busses do not run in the morning, they will not run after school. Detailed information is
available via the Late Bus App (available on the RVS website) or on the RVS Bus Hotline at 403-9454138.
Once students have been bussed to school, the school will not be closed until the regular school dismissal
time. Ultimately, it is the parent’s decision to determine the safety of a child’s travel to school on any given
day.
SCHOOL COUNCIL
Our Council consists of parents, community members, and school staff, who meet regularly to review school
operations and provide advice to school administration on those aspects. As well, School Council receives
information from the school division about issues affecting all Rocky View schools. Provincial education
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issues that concern parents are communicated and discussed at School Council meetings. School
Administration will also raise issues for discussion and input that are pertinent to the school community.
Agenda items and meeting dates are posted on the website, though they are generally held the first
Wednesday of each month at 1pm in the school Learning Commons (library). All parents are welcome and
encouraged to attend at any time. Parents are also welcome to serve on any of the Executive positions
available on Council. Elections for these positions are typically held in May.
Spreagle Store:
The store is run by our School Council with the aid of volunteers. The store is open throughout the school
year during the lunch break on Tuesday and Thursday. The store sells items such as, pens, papers,
binders, pencils, erasers, gym strip, t-shirts, shorts, dance pants and sweat pants. Prices are set on a costrecovery basis.
Volunteer program:
Many of our planned activities require parent involvement in order to be successful. We encourage parental
participation, both as a means of supporting the school and as a means of staying involved in their child’s
life. School Council and school administration decided that we will not have grade and class representatives
school-wide, though some teachers will request that a parent volunteer take on the role of coordinator.
Volunteers must have a current police check on file with SMS and, after initially providing the police check,
sign an annual volunteer declaration, stating whether there has been any change that may impact their
clearance. Calgary residents must go to the Calgary Police Service for processing, while rural parents must
go to the RCMP station in Cochrane. New for 2019-20 is the expectation that any parents who are new to
SMS and all parents of incoming grade 5 students who may want to volunteer will present a new police
check for SMS. We are not able to accept police checks done for other organizations or schools, including
Elbow Valley. Once the police check is submitted when the student is in grade 5, that clearance for the
parent/guardian is good for the whole duration of the student’s time at SMS.
STUDENT FEES
A fee statement is sent home as soon as course placements are finalized, usually by mid-October. Payment
is expected upon receipt of the fee statement. Special arrangements for payment can be made by
contacting the school’s Business Manager at bmonteith@rockyview.ab.ca. Additional user fees are
charged throughout the year for extra-curricular activities. Student accounts must be in ‘good standing’ to
enable participation in extra-curricular events, such as team sports and field trips. Unpaid fees will be
forwarded to the RVS debt collector who will pursue fee payments from parents.
An annual fee schedule is published on the school website and we are not permitted to charge any fees
that do not appear on that fee schedule. The schedule is shared with School Council each year for feedback
before it is submitted to Rocky View Schools.
STUDENT PHOTOS
Student photos are used for school purposes, yearbook, and the student ID card. Individual photos are
typically taken early in the school year, with retakes done shortly thereafter. Class, team photos and Grade
8 Farewell photo are typically taken in early spring.
TECHNOLOGY
Digital cameras, video cameras, computers and other forms of technology are accessed by the students in
the Learning Commons and through the Computer Lab. Parents are responsible for any deliberate
damages that are incurred while being used. Students must abide by the Acceptable Use Agreement signed
each year. Contravention of the Acceptable Use Agreement can result in technology access being reduced
and/or removed, along with the possibility of other disciplinary consequences.
TELEPHONE USE
There is a phone in the office students can use to make emergency calls. Arrangements for sports activities,
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visits, and requests for special permission should be made at home in advance of the activity. Telephones
are available in the classroom, but can only be used with the permission from the teacher. Use of cell/smart
phones as a conversational/texting device is not permitted during instructional time – students may
access their phone at their locker during recesses in order to text or chat with parents/guardians.
However, depending on the focus of the lesson, the teacher may allow students to use their devices.
Inappropriate use may result in confiscation of the item.
YEARBOOK
A yearbook is produced and made ready for purchase each year (typically it is available for purchase in the
Spring so we know how many copies we should order). Parent volunteers and staff sponsors work with a
student club to generate the yearbook, which is distributed at the start of the following school year.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1 – SCHOOL TIMETABLE
Monday–Thursday:
Friday:

Start time 8:40 AM. Dismissal 3:08 PM.
Start time 8:40 AM. Dismissal** 1:55 PM.

NOTE: Classes start at 8:40 AM. Students need to arrive at least 10 minutes before class. Students
who arrive after 8:40 AM are considered late and need to sign in at the office.
Mon to
Thurs

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Friday**

Homeroom
8:40-8:45

Homeroom
8:40-8:45

1
8:45-9:29
2
9:29-10:13

1
8:45-9:19
2
9:19-9:53

10:13-10:28

Morning Recess

3
10:28-11:12
4
11:12-11:56
11:56-12:11
12:11-12:41
Literacy
Block
12:41-12:56
5
12:56-1:40
6
1:40-2:24
7
2:24-3:08

9:53-10:05
3
10:05-10:39
4
10:39-11:13

Lunch – Eating
Lunch Recess

11:13-11:28
11:28-11:58
Literacy
Block
11:58-12:13
5
12:13-12:47
6
12:47-1:21
7
1:21-1:55

